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The quantum-mechanical problem of the motion of a particle in a singular attractive field is investi
gated with a non-Hermitean boundary condition at zero, corresponding to the ab.sorption of particles 
at the coordinate origin (collapse to the center). The eigenvalue spectrum and the set of eigenfunc
tions are found for particular potentials. The completeness of the set of eigenfunctions is investigated. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

E XAMINATION of the radial SchrOdinger equation set 
up for a singular attractive potential 

U(r) = -f>/r", f> > 0, n ~ 2, 

shows11-41 that, unlike the case of the usual (nonsingular) 
attractive potential or a singular repulsive potential 
both the linearly independent solutions are square
integrable and have the same singularity as r - 0. In 
fact, for n > 2 (the case n = 2 will be examined in detail 
below) for r- 0, the semi- classical approximation121 
is valid and we can write 

u(r)<Y.>r"''exp{± ~JV 2~1'> dr), r-+0, (1) 

i.e., the two solutions oscillate with the same square
integrable amplitude. Thus, we have no criterion for 
choosing the necessary linear combination of the solu
tions (1). 

If we reject fixing the solution for r- 0, it is not 
difficult to show that any value of E (including also com
plex values) will be an eigenvalue, the eigenfunctions will 
be nonorthogonal, and the set of eigenfunctions will be 
over-complete. From a mathematical point of view, 
this circumstance is connected with the fact that the 
operator under consideration 

n• f> H=--V•--, f>>O, n~2 
2m r• 

is only symmetric (and not self-adjoint) and its depar
ture from self-adjointenss can be characterized by the 
so- called deficiency indices (1, 1) l5,sJ. As was first 
shown by Case171 , the self-adjointness of H can be re
stored if we impose on the solutions of the problem 
under consideration some condition fixing the phase of 
the oscillating part of the solution: 

u(r)<Y.>r"''cos --- -- _.!._ +m r-+0, { 2 -v 2mf> ( r ) <•-•>1' } 
n- 2 n•ro" r 'I' ' 

(2) 

The presence in this condition of the fixed phase cp 
(some real parameter) is in accordance with the gen
eral mathematical technique for the so- called Hermitean · 
extension of a symmetric operator15 '61 . The eigenfunc
tions of the operator H that satisfy condition (2) turn out 
to be orthogonal and form a complete set, while the 
eigenvalues E are real. However, the essential depen
dence of both the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions on 
the arbitrary parameter (phase) cp is undoubtedly a 
negative feature of this procedure. 
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But another approach to the problem under study is 
also possible, in which a non- Hermitean (quasi- self
adjoint161) extension of the operator H is considered 
and some non- Hermitean condition is imposed on the 
function u(r) as r - 0. As this condition, we shall re
quire that, for r- 0, there exist only one wave con
verging toward the coordinate origin 

t ·,/2ii 
u(r)<Y.>r"''exp(- 11J y ; dr), r-+0. (3) 

This condition leads to the collapse (in the full sense of 
the word) of particles into the attracting center. Usually 
the "collapse" is perceived in the fact (cf. 121 ) of the 
existence in this problem of arbitrarily large (in abso
lute magnitude) negative energy values, to which corre
spond eigenfunctions concentrated arbitrarily close to 
the coordinate origin. 

What reasons are there for introducing the non
Hermitean condition (3)? This condition is natural from 
a physical point of view, since it corresponds to the 
classical limiting case, in which, as is well-known181 , 
the collapse of particles to the center corresponds to the 
case of a singular attractive potential. We note also the • 
following. In the case of a singular repulsive potential 

U(r) = -f>/r", f> < 0, 

it follows from formula (1) that the solution that falls 
away as r - 0 has the following behavior: 

1 ·,;-2-
u(r)<Y.>r"''exp{TJV- ~f>dr). (4) 

Comparison of formulas (3) and (4) shows that the solu
tion (3) is an analytic continuation, in the force constant 
f3, of the solution (4). Thus, the condition (3) not only 
removes the arbitrariness in the choice of the phase cp 
in the relation (2), but also distinguishes a solution 
which is the natural (analytic) continuation of the de
creasing solution corresponding to a repulsive potential 
and which, as is well-known, is unique. 

The non-Hermit~an condition (3) was first introduced 
by Vogt and Wannier191 in connection with a discussion 
of the potential 

U(r) = -f>/r', f> > 0. 

In the recent work of Perelomov and PopovuoJ , a more 
gene rat condition at r = 0, the generalization of Case's 
condition (2) to the case of complex values of cp, is con
sidered. The limiting value cp = ico corresponds to the 
condition for complete absorption (3). 
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The present paper is devoted to the detailed investi
gation of an approach based on condition (3). It is neces
sary to ascertain the internal consistency of this ap
proach. In fact, abandoning Hermiticity means abandon
ing the reality of the energy eigenvalues E and the 
orthogonality (in the usual sense) of the eigenfunctions. 
But one property of the Hermitean problem must be pre
served, namely the completeness of the set of eigenfunc
tions. 

In the paper, the completeness of the set of eigen
functions is proved in two of the four examples consid
ered. In examining the particular cases, we confine 
ourselves to those potentials for which the eigenvalues 
and eigenfunctions have more or less simple analytic 
expressions. The case of the potential U =- {3/ r 2 is 
treated in most detail. Using this example, we illustrate 
the spectrum, the set of eigenfunctions, the complete
ness of the set, the inelastic scattering problem, and the 
solution of the time problem. 

2. MOTION IN THE FIELD U(r) =- {'/ r 1 

Since the radial dependence of the potential 

U(r) = -~/r', ~ > 0 ( 5) 

is the same as for a centrifugal potential, it is clear 
that the problem of the motion of a particle with well
defined orbital angular momentum l in the field (5) 
formally coincides with the problem of the motion of a 
free particle with ''angular momentum'' l', where 

, 1 1/ ( 1 ) 2 2m~ 
1 +--z= v Z+-z -v, v=f12· (6) 

Therefore, the wavefunction for our problem can be ob
tained from the wavefunction for free motionl2J 

(7} 

by replacing l by l'. If y < (l + %}2, no difficulties arise 
(in expression (6), the positive value of the square root 
must be taken). But let y > (l + %} 2. Then it is not 
clear which of the two complex conjugate values of l' 
from relation (6) we should take, since in this case both 
solutions have the same singularity as r - 0 

fkrl±,,(kr) oofbexp (±iv!nkr). 

Since the function J_ iv corresponds to a wave converg
ing toward the coordinate origin, the solution satisfying 
condition (3) has the form 

u,, _,,(r) == fkrl_,,(kr), v = fy- (l +'h)' >tO. (8) 

We shall consider the problem of the scattering of 
particles in the field (5). It is not difficult to reason out 
that the phase shifts have the form 

6, = 1/2rt (l -I'), (9) 

whence, taking account of (6) and (8}, we have 

ll -{ '/,n(l+'f,-1(1+'/,)'-y) forl>lm= (10) 
•- '/,n(l+'f,)+'/,infy-(1+'/,)' for l<lm,.' 

where lmax is the whole-number part of..;::;.- 1'2. 
The cross-section for the inelastic scattering due to 

collapse of particles into the center has the forml2l 

Oinel "=Ocon=k~ .r. (21+1}(1-JTid') 
1=0 

1m ax 

= ;,~(2l+t){t-exp(-znVv-(1+-~ )')}. (11) 

where we have taken into account that 

I Tid'= Jexp (2i6,) I'= exp (-2nv). 

We shall consider the semi- classical limiting case 
y » 1. Then the summation over l in relation (11) can 
be replaced by integration, and we obtain 

,. 
znS ~ 

Ocoll "'=' 7 A{1- exp(- 2rtyy--: '-') }dA 

iv 

= 2; J ~t{i- exp(- 2rt~t) }d~t,:::: :~ = np~.,; 
0 

(12) 

here, Pmax is the limiting value of the classical impact 
parameter corresponding to the collapse of a classical 
particle to the center in the field (5). It is obvious that 
(12) coincides with the corresponding classical cross
section tal. 

We shall now examine the question of the spectrum of 
eigenvalues E and the completeness of the set of eigen
functions. It is found expedient to go over from the func
tions (8) to the functions 

(13) 

which describe in a unified manner the following three 
problems: 

1) p = l + 1'2-the free particle; 
2) p = [(l + %)2- y)112-a particle in the field (5) with 

> lmax (the "normal case"); 
3) p = -i[y- (l + %)2)112-a particle in the field (5) 

with l < lmax (the case of collapse to the center). 
In investigating the energy spectrum, we shall start 

from the functions (13). It is obvious that, for all three 
particular cases of p, the permissible values of E fill 
the positive semi-axis. In fact, for any other value of E 
the parameter k is essentially complex and as r - oo 

the function (13) tends to infinity, since the asymptotic 
expression for the Bessel function (with any value of the 
index p) essentially contains both exponentials. Thus, 
for the potential (5), there is no discrete spectrum for 
any value of the force constant f3 (if, of course, the non
Hermitean condition (3) is imposed on the solution of the 
problem). 

We turn now to investigate the question of the norm
alization and of the orthogonality and completeness re
lations for the solutions (13). For a free particle (half
integer p), it is known ll2l that the solutions (13) are 
normalized to a o-function: 

~ 

J u,•,.(r)u •.• (r)dr = ll(k'- k), 
0 

(14) 
p = '/,, '/,, '/,, .. 

We shall show that (14) also holds for the other values of 
p of interest to us. 

From the radial SchrOdinger equation written for the 
two functions Uk' and uk (we temporarily omit the fixed 
index p}, the relation 

d ( du. du,• ) k' k") - u,•--u.-- +( - u,ou.=O. 
dr dr dr 

(15) 

follows directly. Integrating this equality over r from 
zero to some large value R, we obtain 
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(16) 

For r - 0 and r - oo, we have from the asymptotic ex
pressions for the Bessel functions£111 : 

l (kr)•+'/• 
~ 2•f(p + 1) ' kr-+0 

~w~ . 
l/ 2 sin(kr+~-!!I!....) kr-+oo Vn 4 2' 

(17) 

Taking account of (17) in the relation (16), we obtain 

j~ () ( )d 1 sin[(k'-k)R] 1 sin[(k'+k)R-n(p-'/,)] 
lh',p r U~t,p r r ~ -

• lt k'- k lt k' + k (18) 

As R tends to infinity, the first term in the right-hand 
side of (18) tends to a o-function, while the second is a 
rapidly-oscillating function having no singularity at 
k' = k. Thus, 
~ ~ 

J u,•,.(r)u •.• (r)dr""' J (u,· .• ·) •u,,. dr""" (k', p•j k, p) = ll(k'- k), (19) 
• • 

where p is a real positive number or is pure imaginary. 
lk, p) in formula (19) denotes the Dirac set correspond
ing to the function '1c,p· 

Since k and r occur in (13) only in the form of the 
product kr, from (19) by a simple interchange of k and r 
we obtain the relation 

~ ~ 

J u,,.(r')u,,.(r)dk ""'J {u •.• ·(r')}"u •.• (r)dk = ll(r'- r), (20) 
• 0 

which, as can be seen without difficulty, is the complete
ness condition for the set (13). This assertion becomes 
yet more obvious if we rewrite (20) in a slightly differ
ent form, using Dirac's notation: 

~ 

J ik,p)(k,p•jdk = 1. (21) 
0 

Thus, in the case of collapse to the center, apart from 
the set (8) there arises naturally the complementary 
(or conjugate) set of functions 

U',,_,,(r) es {u •. -,.(r)}"=u•.••""" (rjk,iv), (22) 
u,, -•• aa (rj k, -lv), 

It follows from the relations (19)-(21) that these sets 
are biorthogonal and complete. It is obvious that the set 
of functions (22) describes the problem that is the 
Hermitean conjugate of ours, i.e., one in which, as 
r- 0, there is only a wave diverging from the coordin
ate origin. We shall see below that u is associated with 
the time- reversed motion of the particle. 

We shall examine the question of the expansion of an 
arbitrary function f(r) as an integral over the continuous 
set (8): 

- . 
t(r) = J c(k)u,,-,,(r)dk ""J c(k)l';;J_,,(kr)dk. (23) 

0 0 

For the amplitude c(k), using (19), we have - ~ 

c(k) = (k, ivlt>""' J t(r)u,,-,,(r)dr""' J t(r)ykr J_,,(kr)dr, (24) 
D 0 

where If) is the Dirac set corresponding to the function 
f(r). The relations (23) and (24) when expressed ex
plicitly in terms of Bessel functions are known in mathe-

matics by the name of Hankel transforms u 21 • The fact 
that the formulas for the direct and inverse transforma
tions coincide (this is true for both real and complex p) 
is characteristic for this transformation. We note also 
the existence in the mathematical literature of special 
tables of Hankel transformsuaJ. 

The completeness of the set of eigenfunctions enables 
us to solve the time problem. Suppose at t = 0 we have 
v(r, 0) = f; then fort¢ 0, the solution of the problem is 
given by the expression 

S~ ( lik't) v(r,t)=, c(k)exp -i 2m u,,_,,(r)dk, (25) 

where c(k) is given by formula (24). We shall also con
sider the solution of the conjugate problem (i.e., the 
problem with creation of particles) with the same initial 
condition v(r, 0) =fat t = 0. We shall seek the solution 
of this problem in the form of an integral over the con
jugate set (22): 

- lik' 
ii(r,t)= Jc(k)exp{-t-t)u.,,,(r)dk. (26) 

0 2m 

We find the amplitude c(k) occurring in (26), using (19): 
-

c(k) = (k,- ivlt> ""'J t(r)u.,,,(r)dr, (27) 
0 

We shall now consider the time- reversed motion of 
our particle. This, evidently, is descril:'>ed by the func
tion v*(r, -t). Performing the complex conjugation in 
(25) and replacing t by- t, we obtain (26), in which 

c(k) =c"(k). (27') 

Thus, the time- reversed motion is a solution of the 
conjugate problem and corresponds to the initial state 
f*. 

We shall consider the scalar product 

(ii(t) jv(t))""' J ii"(r.t)v(r,t)dr. 
0 

Using (25), (26) and (19), we find 

(ii(t)iv(t))= jj c"(k')c(k)exp(t li(k"-k')t) 
, , 2m 

-
X (k', iv I k,- iv)dk'dk = s c"(k)c(k)dk =<tit>= 1, (28) 

• 
in which the last equality assumes that the initial state 
If) is normalized to unity: -

<tit>= J if(r)l'dr=1. (29) 
0 

Thus, the equality (28) is a constant of the motion for 
our non-Hermitean problem, whereas the "normaliza
tion" integrals -

W(t)""' J jv(r,t)i'dr= (v(t)iv(t)), (30) 
I . 

W(t)""' Jiv(r,t)i'llr=(ii(t)jii(t)) (31) 
• 

essentially depend on the time, with (30) decreasing and 
(31) increasing, but in such a way that (28) remains con
stant. · 

We shall now study the question of the time depen
dence of expression (30). It is evident that (30) is the 
probability of finding the particle in a finite part of 
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space (i.e., the probability that the particle has not 
fallen into the center by the moment of timet). We 
shall find the value of the scalar product 
(k',- illlk,- ill). Since uk' satisfies the same equation 
as uk'• we can start from the relation (16), having re
placed uk' by uk' in it. Then, using (17) we obtain the 
expression 

S8 , sin[(k'-k)R] 
u,•,-<v(r)u,,-,,(r)dr ~ ch(nv)--"-'----,-,--'--~ 

0 n(k - k) 
(32) 

i h( cos[(k'-k)R] + 2i h( ·{i1k(k'/k)'' 
--;-s nv~ k'-k -;-s nv) k"-k' + 

+ rapidly oscillating terms having no singularity at 
k' = k. 

Making R go to infinity, we find 
(k',- iv I k,- iv) = ch(nv).S(k'- k) 

2i - k' iv 1 
+ -;-sh(nv)l'k'k (T) P k" _ k' , 

(33) 

where P denotes the principle value. Now, using (33), 
we can represent the expression (30) in the form 

00 2" 
W(t) = ch(nv) J lc(k) l'dk +_:_sh(nv) (34) 

o n 

X p s·sdk' dk c'(k')c~':J.Y!!'k (!!~) .. exp (i h(k''- k')t_). 
0 k''- k' k 2m 

We shall show that (34) decreases monotonically with 
time. We have 

dW sh nv h I s· ,. 
dt= --n--;;;: 'c(k,t)kY•-''dk , 

(35) 

where 

c(k,t) =c(k) exp {-ihk't/2m). (36) 

The relation (35) has a simple physical meaning. It is 
not difficult to convince oneself that 

- shnnv ~I} c(k,t)k'i•-''dkl' 

=lim (rJJi, an) =z~lim (u· ddu- u ddu•)' (37) 
r-+0 lm r-+0 r r 

i.e., the decrease of W(t) with time is equal to the frac
tion of particles that have fallen into the center. 

We shall find the limit of expression (34) as t- 00 • 

We have the following formulal141 : 

( e''') lim P- = inb(s). 
·-00 s 

(38) 

Taking (38) into account, we have 
00 

w < oo l = e-" J 1 c (k) 1 • ak. (39) 

• 
It is obvious that W(oo) cannot exceed unity, and there
fore from (39) follows the inequality 

00 

J lc(k) l'dk ~ e"', <!It>= 1. 
(40) 

0 

If we had performed the calculations leading to the rela
tions (33)- (39) for the time- reversed motion, we would, 
clearly, have obtained relations of the form (33)-(39}, 
with ll replaced throughout by- v and c(k) by c*(k). 
Then, allowing for the fact that W(oo) 2. 1 and also taking 
( 40) into account, we obtain 

e-··~flc(k)l'dk/JI!(r)l'dr~e"' (41) 
0 0 

in place of the equality 

f lc(k) l'dk = f l/(r) l'dr, 
0 0 

(42) 

which held for the "normal" case, where pis real. 
We note, finally, that from (41) follows the complete

ness, which we have already proved, of the set uk,± ill' 
Indeed, from the fact that c(k) = 0, it follows automatic
ally that f(r) = 0, i.e., a function orthogonal to all the 
uk, ±ill ( c(k) = 0) is identically zero. 

3. MOTION IN THE FIELD U(r) =- ~/r2 + mw2r 2/2 
It is easy to see that the motion of a particle with a 

well-defined value l of the orbital angular momentum in 
the field 

(43) 

formally coincides with the problem of the motion of a 
particle with" angular momentum" l' (6) in the field 

U = mro'r' /2, (44) 

i.e., with the problem of a three- dimensional isotropic 
oscillator, the energy levels and eigenfunctions of which 
are known lls 1 : 

e=2n +Z' + 3/ 2, 

here, we have used the notation 

E ==-!!__ y =2m~ p =Vmhro r 
n(,}' n~ ' 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

and F(a, c; ~) is the confluent hypergeometric function, 
while n is the radial quantum number (from which we 
drop the index r in order not to complicate the notation) 
taking the values n = 0, 1, 2, ... Naturally, we are inter
ested in the case of collapse to the center y > (l + %)2, 
to which corresponds a value of z' equal to 

(48) 

With allowance for ( 48), the expressions ( 45) and ( 46) 
assume the form 

en,-iv=2n+1-iv, (49} 

u,, -•• =A exp ( -p' / 2)p'/,-'•F(-n, 1- iv; p'). (50) 

We rewrite expression (50) in terms of generalized 
Laguerre polynomialslllJ 

L!«> (S)= :! e•~;-• d~: (e-•~,n+•) =(n ~a )F(- n,a+ 1; s) (51) 

in the following form: 

Un,-<v ( p) = [· n!Z ] 'k exp (- ~) p'k-'•L(-<>) (p') (52) 
f(n + 1- iv) 2 n ° 

It must be emphasized that we are using the definition 
of generalized Laguerre polynomials employed in the 
mathematical literature, which differs from the defini
tion of these same polynomials in the physics litera
turel21. The solutions (52) are normalized by the condi
tion 
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(n', ivln, -iv)=ll,.,,., (rln,±lv)=Un,±<•· (53) 

As in the previous Section, in this problem a conjugate 
set un iv has arisen naturally; together with the set 
Un -i~• this set forms a biorthogonal system of func
tions. 

We shall discuss the energy spectrum of our prob
lem. The eigenvalues En _ iv are discrete and have a 
negative imaginary part, 'and this entails an exponential 
time dependence for the probability of finding a particle 
in a finite part of space. All the "bound" states have the 
same lifetime: 

't= 1/2rov, (54) 

since the imaginary part of En _ iv is independent of n 
(for fixed l). ' 

We shall now prove the completeness of the set of 
eigenfunctions (52) of our problem. As is well-knowncsJ, 
a system of functions is complete (or closed), if there 
exists no function with an integrable square, apart from 
that identically equal to zero, that would be orthogonal 
to all the functions of the given set {un}. We assume the 
opposite to be true, i.e., let 

(Fin,-iv)=O, n=0,1,2, ... (55) 

Since all the un - iv contain the common factor 

exp(-p2/2)p%-h and Ln(-iv)(O is a polynomial of 
degree n, the orthogonality conditions (55) are equivalent 
to the following conditions: 

j F' (p) exp (-_!C) p'fl-<•+'n dp = 0, 11 = 0, 1, 2,... (56) 
0 2 

Introducing the new independent variable ~ = p 2 and the 
new function 

/(sJ = F(pJ. 
l'2p 

w w 

fl!ml'ds= fiF(pJI'dp, 

we rewrite (56) in the form 

-f I' (s) s.-'•12+• ds = o, 11 = o, 1, 2, ... 
0 

(56') 

Thus, the function f( ~ )eiv/2 belonging to Hilbert space 
is orthogonal to all e-U2 ~ n, but thereby also to all 

(57) 

where Ln( ~) is the ordinary Laguerre polynomial. But 
the set of functions (57) is completecsJ, i.e., 

/(6)6"1' == 0, 

and thereby, also, 

F(p) ==0 

Thus, our set (52) is complete. 

4. MOTION IN THE FIELD U( r) = - Ze1 /4 - {J/ r 2 

We shall introduce atomic units and the dimension
less variable r. Then the field takes the form 

z y 
U(r)=---;:-- 2r'' Z>O, v>O. (58) 

If we introduce l' from formula (48), the problem re
duces formally to the hydrogen-atom problem. There
fore, for the energy levels (the discrete part of the 

spectrum), we have the formula 
Z' Z' 

E,,n =- 2(1' + n, + 1)' =- 2(n, + '/2 - i\',) 2 (
59) 

As follows from (59), 1m Ez, nr < 0. However, in con
trast to the "oscillator", in the "hydrogen- atom" case 
the different energy levels have different lifetimes. As 
in the case of the "oscillator", it is convenient to norm
alize the wavefunctions of the discrete spectrum by a 
condition of the form (53). 

Consider the continuous spectrum. It is not difficult 
to see that it fills the positive semi-axis of E. It is 
evident that the wavefunctions will be essentially com
plex. They can be normalized by the condition 

(k', iv I k, -i\') = 6 (k'- k), (60) 

analogous to condition (19). It is obvious that the func
tions ( r lk, - iv) are continuous- spectrum Coulomb 
wavefunctions, in which l is replaced by l' =- Y2- iv. 

Consider elastic scattering due to the collapse of 
particl~s to the center. We write out the value of 
71 z = e2lo 1 in our case: 

1 = e'"<'-''> f(1 + l'- iZ/k) 
11 f(1.-t-l'+iZ/k). 

(61) 

For l' = l, this expression coincides with the usual ex
pression for Coulomb phases. Putting l' =-%- iv into 
(61), we have 

llld' = e-'"' ch[n(v- Z/k)]. 
ch[n(v +Z!k)] 

(62) 

It is interesting to apply (62) to the case Z < 0, i.e., 
to the case of Coulomb repulsion and examine then the 
case of small k. Then for the capture coefficient we ob
tain the following approximate expression 

1-llld'!':::2sh(2nv)exp(-21Zin/k), (63) 

in which appears the characteristic factor 

exp (-2niZI I k), 

equal to the penetration factor of the Coulomb barrier. 
It is worth emphasizing that for Z < 0 there is no dis
crete spectrum. 

5. DIRAC ELECTRON IN THE FIELD- Ze2/r FOR 
z > 137 

We shall consider, finally, the relativistic problem of 
the motion of an electron in the Coulomb field of a point 
nucleus with Z > 137. As is well-knownu6 ' 17 J, the 
''collapse to the center'' situation also arises in this 
case. If we take a non-Hermitean condition of the form 
(3), which in the case of Dirac's equation must be some
what transformed since the expression for the probabil
ity flux density has a different form (in comparison with 
the nonrelativistic case), omitting the intermediate 
calculations we obtain for the discrete energy levels 
the expression that can be obtained by analytic continua
tion of Sommerfeld's formula 

{ Z'a' } -•;, (64) 
E =me' 1 + [11, +(x'- Z'a') ¥·]' 

with respect to the parameter Z. For levels with I K I 
= 1, where K is the Dirac quantum numberc16 ' 17J, we have 

E • . ±• =me' 1 { Z'a' } -v, 
' + [n,-i(Z'a'-1)'1•]' · 

(65) 
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(65) takes an especially simple form for the "ground" 
state with nr = 0 and K = - 1: 

Eo,_,= -imc'l/Z'a'- 1. (66) 

Finally, it is worth mentioning the fact that, as in the 
"normal" case (Za < 1), the energy levels (65) are de
generate with respect to the sign of the quantum num
ber K. 

In conclusion, the author wishes to express his deep 
gratitude to S. S. Gershtetn, I. A. Malkin, A. M. 
Perelomov and V. S. Popov for their interest in the 
work and for useful discussions. 
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